DEALER FORUM 2019
AG

January 15 & 16, 2019
Hilton Mississauga/Meadowvale
6750 Mississauga Road

January 15
Spader Business Management

Performance Workshop for Owners, Managers and
Leadership Personnel
In this session you’ll be able to benchmark your
organizational performance against key metrics and profit
principles. What’s more, you’ll understand how to more
effectively manage employee performance and lead with
confidence.

Tuesday, January 15

●CEEDA AGM, Dinner & Entertainment

Featuring: The Magic of David Ben

Real world examples and in-depth discussions surrounding
winning business strategies will help you position your
organization for either stability or growth while gaining a
better understanding of your existing opportunities for
success.

The mind is like a parachute; it only works when it is open.
January 16
Wayne Lee – Keynote
Set Your GPS to Success

Wayne Lee has been called Canada’s
“crown prince” of hypnotism, boasting
a mastery of the craft that few others
come close to.
In this 60 minute session, Wayne Lee
helps you access and harness the
power of your GPS (Great
programmable Subconscious) for peak
performance at work and at home.
His techniques open the mind and melt
away stress and negative interference
and revels what’s truly possible when
you set your GPS to success.

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue

January 16
Corey Poirier – Session 1

Sales – The Business of StorySelling
During this session, Corey will reveal how
attendees can each start applying these
secrets today for improved personal and
professional lives.
Corey exposes the power of storytelling
across our channel of communication, how to
craft your story, why storytelling works better
than any other form of communication, the
structure of story, how to deliver story to
each personality type and each generation,
what to do and what not to do.

Barrie, Ontario L4N 9J2 P 705-726-2100 F 705-719-7055

January 16
Corey Poirier – Session 2
Reading and Adjusting to
Personality Types

Working in an industry where you need
to interact with others, one of the biggest
challenges you probably face on a
regular basis is striving to communicate
effectively with each person you
encounter. This session will help
attendees discover how to identify the
four different personality types,
effectively communicate to them and
how to adjust to each to make a positive
impact in both business and your
personal life.

Email bev@ceeda.ca

Dealer Forum 2019
AG

AGENDA

The mind is like a parachute; it
works only when it is open.
CEEDA Hotel Room Rate: $179
Attendees are responsible for making their own
room reservations directly with the hotel.
Reservations can be made online using the following
link: https://book.passkey.com/go/CEEDA2019
Hotel Reservations must be made by December 17, 2018
7:00 am
7:30 am - Noon

Noon – 1:30 pm
1:30 – 4:30 pm
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:30
9:30

– 6:00 pm
– 7:00 pm
– 8:30 pm
– 9:15 pm
- Midnight

7:00 – 8:15 am
8:15 – 9:30 am
9:30 – 10:30 am
10:30 – NOON
NOON – 2:00 pm
2:00 – 3:00 pm
3:00 pm

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue

Registration Desk Opens
Spader Business Management Workshop –
“How Do You Measure Up?”
IAU Parts & Service Workshop – “Purposeful
Thinking of High Performing Parts/Service
People”
Delegate Lunch Buffet
Spader Business Management Workshop
Continues
IAU Parts & Service Workshop Continues
Mark Henick – The Mentally Healthy Workplace
CEEDA AGM
Delegate Dinner Buffet
The Magic of David Ben
Hospitality Suite

Registration Opens
Delegate Breakfast & Trade Show
Wayne Lee – Set Your GPS to Success
Corey Poirier – The Business of StorySelling
Trade Show & Coffee Break
Delegate Luncheon & Trade Show
Corey Poirier – Reading and Adjusting to
Personality Types
ADJOURNMENT
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Luis Corner
Britannia
Patio 1
Britannia
Britannia
Patio 1
Britannia
Britannia
Greenwich & Compass
Greenwich & Compass

Graydon
Graydon
Graydon
Graydon
Graydon
Graydon
Graydon

Hall
Hall
A
C
Hall
Hall
C
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Foyer
Foyer
Foyer
Foyer

Performance Workshop
January 15, 2019
7:30 am – 4:30 pm

How Do You Measure Up?
AG

Presented by Spader Business Management

Who Should Attend:
Owners
General Managers
Department Managers
Anyone in the
dealership responsible
for
managing/supervising/
coaching employees
o High Potential
Employees (those who
are on track for
management roles)

o
o
o
o
Learn how your organization stacks up with top
performers in the industry. Real world examples and
in-depth discussions surrounding winning business
strategies will help you position your organization for
either stability or growth while gaining a better
understanding of your existing opportunities for
success. This session incorporates many of the
principles taught in Spader’s world renowned Dealer
Candidate Development Program.

Participants Leave Knowing:
o The importance of accurate score-keeping
o Key Performance Metrics that anyone can use to effectively manage their
dealership/department
o Spader Recommended Ratios
o What a successful dealership looks like
o Key reasons why employee performance frustrate managers and owners
o How to provide effective work direction and role clarity/Cascade business
strategies down to all role performers
o Ways to successfully coach for high performance

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Performance Workshop
January 15, 2019
7:30 am – 4:30 pm

Purposeful Thinking of High
Performing Parts/Service People
AG

Presented by InternationalAgUniversity

Who Should Attend:

Have you ever wondered why customers are willing to wait for a certain parts
person at the counter? How about when a certain service tech is requested
to work on their equipment? Why is it that other staff members don’t have
those requests even though they have the same, if not more, technical skills
as they do? What sets some individuals apart from the other staff in the
dealership?
Through the use of practical examples, round table discussions and case
studies, International Ag university™ will help your “Aftermarket” staff get to
the highest level of professionalism and elevate their department. This
session teaches unique principles delivered only through IAU programs.

Participants Will Leave Knowing:

o Parts or Service
personnel
o Parts Managers
o Service Managers
o Service Techs
o Shop Foremen
o Aftermarket Reps
o Customer Service Reps
o Employees who have
potential in aftermarket
that want professional
development
o Employees who wish to
increase their
interdepartmental and
customer relationship
skills

o What customers truly want and need from people in their role
o The important role of Parts and Service in the success of a
dealership
o Critical thinking and its application in developing strong customer
relationships
o The value of interdepartmental relationships and working as a
group
o Strategies for overcoming frustrations
o The delicate balance between customer service and dealership
service
Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Guest Speaker
January 15, 2019
5:00 pm – 6 pm

The Mentally Healthy Workplace
AG

,

Mark Henick, Mental Health Advocate &
Strategist, Top 50 TedX Speaker
Mark Henick has dedicated his life from an early
age to opening minds and creating change. His
talks are informed by his direct experience with
stigma and the mental health care system and he
brings his diverse and unique perspective to
every audience, as someone who has been a
patient, a professional, a policy influencer and a
public figure in the mental health system.

SUPPORTING THE MENTAL HEALTH OF
YOUR WORKFORCE IS MORE THAN A
SMART BUSINESS DECISION.
IT’S THE RIGHT THING TO DO

Mark is currently the Principal and CEO of a
boutique consulting firm that helps individuals,
companies
and
governments
to
move
strategically from awareness to action in
improving mental health and wellness.

Whatever your job, ignoring the mental health of your workplace is bad for business.
Most people spend more of their waking hours at work than anywhere else. In any given
week, hundreds of thousands of employees are off work due to a mental health problem or
illness, with depression alone being the single largest contributor to years lived with a
disability.
So how do we create, turn around, or further improve the mental health and safety of our
workplace? What are the most current best and promising practices for supporting
employee health and productivity? Where do you start, how do you take it to the next level
and what resources, tools and training are available to help?
In this presentation, Mark helps audiences understand what works and what doesn’t in
supporting mental health. He provides insights on implementing effective workplace
mental health strategies and calls on every employee at every level to play an active role.

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Entertainment
January 15, 2019
8:30 pm – 9:15 pm

The Magic of David Ben
AG

Sponsored by

HE MIGHT PROGRAM HIS
COMPUTER TO READ THE
Recognized among the world’s premier
magicians, David was the sole protégé
of Ross Bertram, one of the greatest
sleight-of-hand artists of the 20th
century. He is a member of London’s
prestigious Magic Circle (the premier
organization in the world for magicians)
and has performed throughout North
America, Mexico, England, France and
Japan. The Financial Post described
David as “one of the most influential
magicians of his generation. David has
also performed on numerous television
programs, including Canada AM and
Breakfast Television.

MINDS OF AUDIENCE

MEMBERS, HAVE TWO WOMEN
FROM THE AUDIENCE ASSIST

HIM IN SAWING A MAN IN HALF,

CONJURE A GHOST TO
PERFORM THE IMPOSSIBLE OR
EVEN SUSPEND A MEMBER OF
THE AUDIENCE IN MID-AIR.

ALTHOUGH NO TWO SHOWS
ARE THE SAME, EACH

PERFORMANCE HAS BEEN
DESIGNED TO FEED THE MIND

WITH MYSTERY, IGNITE THE

IMAGINATION AND PROVIDE A
FEW LAUGHS ALONG THE
WAY.

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Keynote Speaker
January 16, 2019
8:15 am – 9:30 am

Set Your GPS to Success
AG

Wayne Lee, Hypnotist and Performance Expert

Wayne Lee has been called Canada’s “crown
prince” of hypnotism, boasting a mastery of the
craft that few others come close to. With the
belief that the mind is more powerful than most
people understand, Wayne shows audiences –
such as clients McDonald’s, Toys R Us, General
Motors, Shell Oil and Princess Cruise Lines techniques to access inner strength through
relaxation and mind-focusing techniques in order
to better handles stress and achieve dreams.
With his trademark humour and easy-going
approach, Wayne also entertains audiences with
a “hypnosis show” that is guaranteed to incite
laughter and delight.

In his “Set Your GPS for Success” presentation, Wayne Lee helps Dealer Forum
participants access and harness the power of their GPS (Great Programmable
Subconscious) for optimal performance at work and at home. He’ll show you how
to “Fix your Focus” and reveals what is possible when you are programmed for
success. Deeply engaging, always down-to-earth, Wayne Lee delivers lifechanging content and an exhilarating, one-of-a-kind experience.
This presentation is highlighted by the 1, 2, 3 PUNCH…
1. In this unforgettable interactive hypnosis presentation, Wayne peels back the
layers of his hypnosis show and teaches some positive programming tools to
optimize their performance at work and at home.
2. Participants will learn one specific strategy that they can use immediately to
overcome stress, change limiting beliefs and perform better.
3. Every participant will receive a 10 week goal achievement program that will
make the message last a lifetime.
Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Workshop #1
January 16, 2019
9:30 am – 10:30 am

The Business of StorySelling
AG

Corey Poirier, Award Winning TedX Speaker

Corey Poirier is a multiple-time TEDx, and
sought-after Keynote Speaker. He has spoken
on MoMonday’s and PMx stages, has shared the
bill with everyone from John C. Maxwell to
Deepak Chopra to Stephen MR Covey to General
Hillier and has presented to hundreds of
thousands of attendees since he began his
speaking journey.

This Workshop is focused
around sales based
storytelling….and really, who
in your dealership isn’t in
sales?

Host of the top rated ‘Conversations with
PASSION’ Radio Show, For The Love Of
Speaking Show, and the founder of The
Speaking Program, he has been featured in
multiple television specials, and he has been
featured in/on CBS, CTV, NBC, ABC, and is one
of the few leaders featured twice on the popular
Entrepreneur on Fire show.
A columnist with Entrepreneur and Forbes,

In his “The Business of StorySelling”
Corey has also interviewed over 4,000 of the
workshop, Corey reveals the power
world’s top leaders.
of storytelling across our channel of
communication, how to craft story,
why storytelling works better than any other form of communication, the structure
of story, how to deliver story to each personality type and each generation, what
to do and what not to do and features case studies.
Each attendee will receive a copy of Corey’s new report/guide based on the
discoveries during 4000 interviews with high achievers, a free copy of his latest
digital book, a quick reference guide summarizing his presentation and 30 days
following Dealer Forum 2019, a short video on StorySelling to reinforce his
message.
Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Workshop #2
January 16, 2019
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Reading and Adjusting to
Personality Types
AG

Corey Poirier, Award Winning TedX Speaker

Corey Poirier:
• Award Winning Speaker (has
shared the Bill with the likes of
Deepak Chopra and General Rick
Hillier)

When you’re working in an industry where you need to
interact with others, one of the biggest challenges you
probably face on a regular basis is striving to communicate
effectively with each person you encounter. This workshop
will help address that challenge.
Whether it’s internal or external customers, co-workers,
friends or family, communicating with one another effectively
is not only an ever-evolving challenge; it is one that
enhances business productivity, sales results, business
growth, personal happiness and customer service.
This workshop will help attendees discover:
▪ the four different personality types each of us encounters daily
▪ how to effectively communicate with each personality type
▪ how to adjust to different personality types
▪ how to identify your own personality type

• Best-Selling Author (Conversations
With Series)
• Host, The Conversations With
PASSION RADIO SHOW - has
interviewed the likes of Jack
Canfield,T. Harv Eker, Sass Jordon,
Leadership Guru Robin Sharma, Rick
Hansen, Dr. David Suzuki, Tony
Horton of P90X and many more.
• Award Winning Sales Professional
(Multiple Time President’s Club
member –Youngest in Canadian
Division History of Fortune 500
Company)
• Has served on many boards and
was the 2009 / 2010 Junior Chamber
International (Halifax Chapter)
President
• Veteran of the Stand-up Comedy
Scene (9 years, over 700 shows)

▪ how adjusting to each personality type can have a major (positive) on your business, your
customer base, sales revenue and even your personal life.

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue
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Event Registration Form
Dealership ____________________________________ Contact Name ___________________________
Address ____________________________ Town/City _____________________ Postal Code ___________
Contact Email __________________________ Contact Phone ______________________
Please Print
Delegate Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fee
$425

Fee
$375

HST
$55.25

Two Day (Full – January
15 & 16)

Single Day (Please check appropriate boxes)
January 15 □
SBM
Workshop

Subtotal (s)

$

HST
$48.75

January 16 □

IAU
Workshop

$

HST
$11.70

January 16
AGM, Dinner,
Entertainment &
Social

$
$

Total Payment

Please Invoice □

Payment Details
CREDIT CARD:

Cardholder
Name

Fee
$90

MasterCard

VISA

________________________________

Card
Number __________________________

Expiry ___________

Security Code (CVC) __________

Cardholder
Signature

__________________________________________

Suite 623, 92 Caplan Avenue

Amount ___________

Barrie, Ontario L4N 9J2 P 705-726-2100 F 705-719-7055

Date _____________
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